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The monadictheoryof order
By SAHARON SHELAH

Abstract
We deal withthe monadic(second-order)theoryof order. We prove all
knownresultsin a unifiedway, showa generalway of reduction,provemore
resultsand show the limitationon extendingthem. We prove (CH) that the
monadictheoryof the real order is undecidable. Our methodsare modeltheoretic,and we do not use automatontheory.
0. Introduction

The monadic logic is firstorder logic when we add variables ranging
over them. If pairingfunctionsare availover sets, and allow quantification
able this is essentiallysecondorderlogic. The monadictheoryof a class K
of L-modelsis {*: g is a sentencein monadiclogic, satisfiedby any member
of K}.
Here we shall investigate cases where the members of K are linear
orders (withone-placepredicates).
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Let us review the history. Ehrenfeucht[Eh 1] proved the decidability
of the first-order
theoryof order. Gurevich[Gu 1] deducedfromit the case
of linearorderwithone-placepredicates. BUchi[B 1] and Elgot [El 1] proved
the decidabilityof the weak monadictheory(i.e., we can quantifyover finite
sets) of (the orderof) se, using automatontheory. BUchi continuedin this
direction,in [B 2], showingthat also the monadictheory(i.e., quantification
is possibleover arbitrarysets) of o is decidable; and in [B 4] he showed the
decidabilityof the weak monadictheoryof ordinals. In [B 5, 96] he proved
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the decidabilityof the monadic theoryof countable ordinals. Rabin [Ra 1]
proved a very strong and difficultresult, implyingthe decidabilityof the
monadictheoryof countableorders. Biichi [B 5] showed the decidabilityof
the monadictheoryof o)Nand of {a: a < a)2}.
Meanwhile Laiichli [La 1], using methodsof Ehrenfeucht[Eh 2] and
Fraisse [Fr 1] and continuingworksof Galvin (unpublished)and Laiichliand
Leonard [LL 1], provedthedecidabilityof the weak monadictheoryof order.
He did not use automaton theory. Pinus [Pi 1] strengthened,somewhat,
thoseresults. Our resultshave been announcedin [Sh 1], [Sh 2].
<1, 1, 1, ***>(changedfor
By our notationLaUchliused ThnonlyforI
over finitesets).
the quantification
Remark. We are not interestedhere in results withoutthe axiom of
choice. See Siefkes [Si 2] whichshows that theresulton 0) is provablein ZF.
Thisholdsalso fora < soe. Litman [Li 1] pointedout some mistakesin [B 5,
? 6] (theoremswithoutAC); proved connectedresults,and showedin ZF that
(ONis always characterizableby a sentence.
In Section7 we prove (CH) the undecidabilityof the monadic theoryof
the real order and of the class of orders, and related problems. It can be
and has a discussionon those problems. Gurevichfinds
read independently,
that our proofworksalso forthe latticeof subsetsof a Cantordiscontinuum,
with the closure operation,and similar spaces. Hence Grzegorczy's[Gr1]
questionis answered(underCH).'
Our work continues[La 1], but for well orderingwe use ideas of Biichi
and Rabin. We reduce here the decisionproblemof the monadictheoriesof
some(classes of) orders[e.g., well orderings;the orderswhichdo not embed
(oNnor s)] to problemsmore combinatorialin nature. So we get a direct
proofforthe decidabilityof countableorders(answeringa questionof Biichi
[B 5, p. 35]). Our proofworksfora widerclass, thusshowingthatthecountable orders cannot be characterizedin monadic theory,thus answeringa
questionofRabin [Ra 1, p. 12]. Moreover,thereare uncountableorderswhich
have the same monadic theoryas the rationals (e.g., dense Specker order;
see [Je1] for theirexistence;and also someuncountablesubsetsof thereals).
We also show that the monadictheoryof {a: a < )+} is recursivein thatof
X, generalizingresults of Buichifor woand (o. Unfortunately,even the
monadic theoryof 02 containsa statementindependentof ZFC. For a set A
of ordinals,let F(A) = {a: a is a limitordinal of cofinality
> (o, a < sup A,
and a n A is a stationarysubset of a}.
I Gurevichmeanwhilehas provedmoreand has a paper in preparation.
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Now Jensen[J1] proved the following:
THEOREM0.1 (V= L). A regular cardinal K is weaklycompactif and
only if for everystationaryA C K, such that(Voae A) [cfa = a)], F(A) # 0.
As the second part is expressible in the monadic theoryof order, the
Hanfnumberof themonadictheoryoforderis high. Clearlyalso themonadic
theoryof the ordinalsdependson an axiom of large cardinals.
Now, Baumgartner[Ba 1] showsthatif ZFC + (thereis a weaklycompact
cardinal)is consistent,thenit is consistentwithZFC that
( * ) for any stationaryA ( o2, if (Voae A) [cfa = a)], then F(A) + 0
(and in fact is stationary).
So ZFC does not determinethe monadic theoryof o)2. This partially
answers [B 5, p. 34-43; p. 38, Problem3].
We can stillhope thatthe numberof possiblesuch theoriesis small, and
each decidable,but thisseemsunlikely.We can also hopeto findthesentences
true in every model of ZFC. A more hopeful project is to finda decision
procedureassuming V = L. We show that forthisit sufficesto prove only
the followingfact. Let D,02be the filterof closed unboundedsubsets of 0)2.
(Magidoredisproves(**) in V= L, but it may stillbe consistentwithZFC.)
(* *) if A C-{-a < 02: Cfa = w}, F(A) = B U C, A is stationary,then
there are A,, A2, such that A = A, U A2,Al nA2 = 0, A,, A2 are stationary
and F(A1) = B(mod Dm,2),
F(A2) = C(modDm2).
We prove, in fact, more: that the monadictheoryof a)2 and the first
ordertheoryof <P(a1)2)/DO2, fl, U, F> are recursiveonein theother.
Conjecture0.1 (V = L). The monadic theoryof ()2 (and even (o)n) is
decidable.
Conjecture0.2 (V = L + there is no weakly compact cardinal). The
monadictheoryof well ordersis decidable.
LaUchliand Leonard [LL 1] definea familyM of ordersas follows: It is
the closureof {1} by
(1) M+ N,
(2) M.a) and M.a)*,
(3) *
Mi which is Rae Q Ma and la C Q: Mla-=Mi is a dense subset of
the rationals,and each Ma C {Mi: i < n}.
(See Rosenstein[Ro 1] and Rubin [Ru 1] forgeneralization.)
LaUchli [La 1] proved that every sentencefromthe weak monadiclanguage of orderhas a countablemodelif and onlyif it has a modelin M. Easy
checkingof Section4 showsthisholdsalso for the monadiclanguage. On the
of M, we can easily see that for every
otherhand, lookingat the definition
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Me Mthere is a monadic sentence * such that MI
N=
implyN- M.
In this way we have a directcharacterizationof M.

,

Nl < Row
and 11

THEOREM0.2. Me M if and only if M is countableand satisfies some
monadic sentencewhichis (?: 0)-categorical.
Also for other classes whose decidabilitywe prove, we can findsubclasses analogous to M. This theoremraises the followingquestion:
Conjecture0.3. For every Ne M there is a monadic sentence* such
that M t * impliesthat M and N have thesame monadictheory. (It suffices
to prove thisfor the rationalorder.)
Related questionsare:
Conjecture0.4. There is a monadicsentence* such that R l + and
M l + implythat M and R have the same monadictheory.2
Conjecture0.5. There is an orderMwhich has thesame monadictheory
as R, but is not isomorphicto R.3
Conjecture0.6. Thereare orderswiththesame monadictheories,whose
completionsdo nothave the same monadictheories.4
The characterizationof M gives us also
(or
Conclusion 0.3. The questionwhethera sentencein the first-order
even monadic) theoryof order is (?80)-categorical (or N0-categorical)is
decidable.
A natural questionis whetherthe monadic theoryof OR is more "complex" than that of the ordinals (the orders in OR are countableunions of
scatteredtypes; see Laver [Lv ? 3], which includes results of Galvin). To
answerthis, we have the
Definition. For a modelM withrelationsonly,let MObe the following
model:
(i) its universeis the set of finitesequencesof elementsof M;
(ii) its relationsare
(a) <, whered' < b means a is an initialsegmentof b,
(b) for each n-place predicateR fromthe language of M,
RM`

-

{K<<a,

...,

a.-,,

b'>, <a,,

..,

a,,-,, b2>,

...,

<a,,

ai, b' are elementsof M, and M l= R[b', *..,
2

...,

bn]}

Confirmed
by Gurevich.

Refutedby Gurevich.
Confirmed
by Gurevich.
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The authorsuggesteda generalizationof Rabin's automatonfrom[Ra 1],
provedthe easy parts: the lemmason unionand intersection,
and solved the
emptinessproblem. Then J. Stup elaborated those proofs,and proved the
complementation
lemma. Thus a generalizationof the theoremand proofof
[Ra 1] gives
THEOREM0.4. The monadic theoryof MI is recursive in the monadic

theoryof M.
Thus, using [Lv 1, ? 3] notation,we get, e.g.,
Conclusion0.5. The monadictheoryof {M: Me OR,11MI < XI is recursive in the monadictheoryof x.
Because by Section 2 the monadic theoryof a
is recursive in the
monadictheoryof x, by 0.4 the monadictheoryof Hi+,i+is recursivein the
monadictheoryof x, and so we finish,as by [Lv 3.2 (iv), 3.4] hi+,i+ is a
universalmemberof {Me OR: IIMI < XI.
Also useful are the following(Le Tourneau [To 1] proved parts (1), (2)
at least):5
THEOREM0.6. Let L be a language with one one-placefunction symbol

equality and one place predicates.
(1) The monadic theoryof L is decidable.
(2) If a monadic sentence* of L has a model,it has a modelof cardinality ? JR,
(3) In (2) we can find n = n(*) < )A0and a model M such that I {be
I MI: f (b) = a} I < n for any a e I MI.
This is because, if M, is the model whose universe is X, and whose
language containsequalityonly,in MOwe can interpreta universalL-model
(see Rabin [Ra 1]). This implies(1). Note that all M, (\ an infinitecardinal)
have thesame monadictheory. This proves(2). For (3) notethatif Mx0l
thenfor all big enoughn, M, l=
Remark (1). Rabin [Ra 1] provethedecidabilityofthecountableBoolean
over ideals. By the
algebras, in first-order
logic expanded by quantification
Stone representation
theorem,each countableBoolean algebra can be representedas theBoolean algebra generatedby theintervalsof a countableorder.
By the methodof Section3 we can prove that the theoryof countablelinear
orders in monadic logic expanded by quantificationover such ideals, is
decidable,thusreprovingRabin's result. (The onlypointis that the methods
of Section2 apply.)
I Le Tourneauonly claimed the result. Lately also Routenbergand Vinnerprovedthis
theorem.
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Conjecture0.7. The monadic theory of orders of cardinality< tA is
decidablewhen 8A <K2`o.
Conjecture0.8. The theoryof Boolean algebras of cardinality< X or in
over ideals is decidable,
logicexpandedby allowingquantification
first-order
whenX ? 2Ro(X =

,2 < 20o).

Remark. We can prove Conclusion0.5 by amalgamatingthemethodsof
Sections4, 5, and 6.
1. Ramsey theoremfor additive coloring
A coloringof a set I is a functionf fromthe set of unorderedpairs of
distinctelementsof I, intoa finiteset T of colors. We writef(x, y) instead
of f({x, y}), assumingusually that x < y. The coloringf is additive if for
xi < yi < zi E I (i = 1, 2),
f (x1,Y1)= f (X2,Y2), f (Y1,Z1)= f (y2,Z2)

on T,
+ is defined
implyf(x1,z1) = f(X2, z2). In thiscase a (partial)operation
such that forx < y < z e I, f(x, z) = f(x, y) + f(y, z). A set JC I is homogeneous(forf) if thereis a t0e T such that forevery x < y e J,f(x, y) = to.
Ramsey's theorem[Rm1] states,in particular,thatif we coloran infinite
homogeneoussubset.
set with a finiteset of colors,thenthereis an infinite
Thistheoremhas manygeneralizationsand applications. It was used in [B 2]
for a coloringwhich was, in fact, additive. Using an idea of Rabin, Biichi
[B 5, (12, p. 58)] offeredan alternativeproof (using, in fact, additivity)and
generalizedit to co,(the resultforw1
in [B 5, (6.2, p. 111)] straightforwardly
is not true for coloringsin general). We give the natural extensionto arbitrary ordinals (which is immediate,and includedfor completeness)and a
parallel theoremfordense orders.
THEOREM1.1. If a is a limit ordinal, f an additive coloringof a (bya
set T of n colors),thenthereis an unboundedhomogeneoussubsetJ of 3.
Remarks. (1) If the cofinalityof a is ? w1we can assume that if a,
b < c', f (a, c') = f (b, c'), thena, b < c C J impliesf (a, c) = f (b, c).
( 2 ) Instead of I T <K 8t, we need assume only T <K cf(a).
Conclusion1.2. Underthe conditionof 1.1, thereare a closedunbounded
subset J of a, and Jk,J1, 1 ! k, 1 I TI and t'e T such thatJ= UkJk=
U, J' the Jk's are disjoint, the JXs are disjoint, and if a < b e J, a e Jk, b e J1
thenf (a, b) = tkTHEOREM1.3. If f is an additive coloringof a dense set I, by a finite
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set T of n colors,then thereis an interval of I which has a dense homogeneoussubset.
Conclusion 1.4. Under the hypothesisof 1.3, thereis an interval (a, b)
of I, and (a, b) = U'Tl Jk
Jk, Y GJ, f (x, Y) = t~k

=

Ut31J1 and colors t' e T such that for x < y, x e

Remark. We can choose the J0,Jk, JX's so that they are definableby
formulaswithparametersin the structure(Q, <, f) (or (I, <, f )).
first-order
Proof of Theorem1.1. Define: For x, y e 3, x - y if there is a z such
thatx, y < z < 3, and f (x, z) = f (y, z); clearlythisimpliesby theadditivity
off that for any z', z < z' < 3,f(x, z') = f(y, z'). It is easy to verifythat is an equivalencerelationwith ? I T I equivalenceclasses. So thereis at least
one equivalenceclass I, which is an unboundedsubset of 3. Let x0 be the
firstelement of I. Let, for t e T, It = {y: x0# y e I, f(x0, y) = t}. Clearly
I - {JX} = UteTIT, hence for some s, Is is an unbounded subset of 3. Let
<aj: i < cf6> be an increasingunboundedsequenceof elementsof 3. Define
by inductionon i elementsyie I. If for all j < i (i < cf3), yj have been
defined,let yi < a be such thatyi > yj, yi > aj, yi > x. andf(xo, yi) = f(yj, yi)
for any j < i, and yie Is. Now J = {jy: i < cf3} is the desiredset. Clearly
it is unbounded. If yj <Ky (hencej < i) then
f(yj, yi) = f(xo, ys) = s.
So J is homogeneous.
of a is w4, thentheJfrom1.1
Proof of Conclusion 1.2. If the cofinality
is also closed (trivially). So assume cfa > J,, let T = {t1, ...*, tj, and let J,
yj be as definedin theproofof 1.1; and let J* be theclosureof {Yjy1:j < cf }.
Then J* = {y5:j < cf3} is increasing,continuous,and yj+l = yj+, Let J' =
{yj: j is a limitordinal},
Jk

Jl=

= {Yj:

j is a limitordinal,f (yi,yj+l)

=

tk},

{yj: j is a limitordinal,and (vi < j)(3a) (i < a <
but thisdoes nothold for any 1' < 1} .

A f (ya+l

y5)

= to)

Now clearlyJ' = Uk Jk = U, J', and if x e Jky z e J', x < z thenx = yi,z =
yj, i < j, i, j are limit ordinals and there is an a, i < a < j, such that
f(y0+', y5) = t,. Hence
f(x, z) = f( yi

yj) =

f(yi

yi+1)

tk +

f(Yi+l,

+

f(yi+1 y+1)
Yl+)) +

tl

yi)
+ f(Py0?+l
tk +

+

tt

Clearlyall the demandsare satisfied.
Proof of Theorem1.3. RememberthatJ

I is densein an interval(a, b)
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if for every x,y e I, a < x < y < b, thereis a ze J such that x < z < y. It
Jk (m > 1)
is easy to see thatifJC Iis densein an interval(a, b) and J = U m=1
i
m and Jki3
then there are k and a', b' such that a <a' < b' Kb, 1 : k?
dense in (a', b').
Defineforany a e I, JC I
F(a, J) = {t: t e T, ('lx > a) (3 y e J)(a < y <

A f (a, y) = t)}

Notice, that since T is finite,for any a e I, and any JCZI thereis a b,
that:
KbeIsuch
a
t e F(a, J) if and onlyif thereis a y e J, a Ky Kb, f(a, y) = t.
We defineby inductionon m ? n2n + 2 intervals(am, bin),sets Jmdensein
(am, bin), and (for m > 0) sets D. - T.
For m = 0, let (ao,bo)be any intervalof I, and Jo= {x e I: ao < x < bo}.
Suppose (am, b.), Jmare defined. For any D ( T let JJ(D) = {a G J:mF(a, J.) =
D}. Clearly J. = UD Tefm(D) and as there are only finitelymany possible
D's (<2n), there is an interval (a,+,, bm+i)and Dm+, ( T such that Jfm(Dmi+)is
dense in (a.?1, bm.+), and am < a,1 < bm+ < bn. Let Jm+i = (a.?, bm+i)n
Jm(Dm.+). Clearly Jm_ Jx,+l and m > k implies Jkl-JJ., and (am, bin)is a sub-

intervalof (ak,bk).
As thereare only ? 2npossibleDiR, thereare a D C T and 0 ? mo< ...
mn _ n2l + 1 such thatDni+?= D. Define,for0 < k < n, ak -amk, bk =

<
bmnk,

= T~ -6
jk
'Jmjsk

It is easy to checkthatifO < k < 1 ? n, x e J' thenx e J-1
_1 Jmk+l, hence
D
D
clear
J0
J'
D.
It
is
that
Dk+
=
F(x, Jk) = F(x, Jmk)
Jn.
Choose x. e Ja. Then thereis x1,x0< x1< bn,such that xo< y < x1,y e
J?impliesf(x0,y) e F(x0, J?) = D. Hence t e D if and onlyif thereis y 2 Jn-1
x0< y < x1,f(xo,y) = t, if and onlyif thereis y e Jo,xo< y < x1,f(x,, y)t. Clearly

J n (xo,xi) = UteT{Y: Y GJ., x0 <

y < x1,f(xo, y) =

t}.

Hence thereare a, b, tosuch thatxo< a < b < x1and
{y: y e J", a < y < b,f (xo,y) = to}
J*
is dense in (a, b). Clearlytoe D.
It is easy to checkthat for t, s e D, t + s is definedand e D, so fort e D
m > 1 definemte T. by inductionon m: lt = t, (m + 1)t = mt + t. As Thas
n elements, ito, 2to, *.. , (n + 1)to cannot be pairwise distinct. So there are
, j, 1 < i < (i + j)
n + 1 such thatito= (i + j)to. Define
6

In fact Dm(T):-Dm(T), hence we can replace n2n+ 2 by n2+ 2.
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J = {y: a < y < b,f(x0,y) = jt0,ye J"-j+l}
We shall show thatJ is the desiredset.
(I) J is dense in (a, b).
Suppose a <a' <b' <b, and we shall findz J, a' <z <b'. As J* is
dense in (a, b) there are z e J* Jn, a' < zn < b'. We defineby downward
inductionzk forn - j + 1 < k < n such thatzk e Jk, a' < zk < b'. For k = n,
zk+,Suppose
is defined,then as Zk+l G Jk+1 it follows that
zk is defined.
F(zk+l, Jk) = D. As toe D thereis Zk 2 Jk, suchthatZk+1 < zk < b'andf(zk+l,
zk)

=

to.

Clearly

x

<

Zn4

<

Zn4-1

f (X09 Z ) = to

Hencef(xo, zn-i+') = to + *

<

,

z n j+l

...<

f (zi+'

zi)

+ to = jto,

= to

so Z '-i+,

e J, a' <

< b'.

zn-i+1

(II) J is homogeneous.
Now defineby downSuppose a < y < z < b, y, z e J. Then y e Jn-j+l.
ward inductionyk G Jk forO < k < i, y < yk < z. Let yi = y (yi e Ji because
Jflj+l
If
Ji)
n-ji + 1 hence Jn-j+lC
and as i + j < n + 1, i
yi =
yk
thenF(yk+l, Jk) = D, hencethereare G Jk, yk+l < yk < z such
yk+l is defined
y

(S

that f(yk+l,

yk)

=

to.

It follows that xo < y = yi < yi-l <
f (yk,

yk-1)

=

...

< y0

< z and

to

Hence
f(y,

i
YO) = f(y
y?) = ito

So

f(y, Z) = f(y, y0) + f(y?, Z) = ito + f(y0, z)

= (i + j)to + fP(Y0,z) = jto + ito + f(yg,z)
= f(x0, A+
)
f(y, y?) + f(y?, z) = f(X0, z) = jto0

This proves the homogeneityof J.
Proof of Conclusion1.4. Let (a, b), J and to be as in the proof of 1.3.
Let T = {t1,*.., tJ}. Let

y s (a, b),tk GF(Y,

Jk =

{y:

J'

{y: y

=

J)

t1,

e (a, b), t, 2 F'(y, J), t,

*...,

*...

tk-1

F(Y,

J)} 9

t,1 2 F'(y, J)}

whereF' is definedjust as F is, but for the reversedorder.
Clearly (a, b) = Uk Jk = U1 J1. Suppose x < y, x e Jkq y e J,. Then we
can findx', y', x < x' < y' < y, x', y' E J,suchthatf(x, x') = tk, f(y', y) = t .
Hence
f (x, y) = f (x, x') + f (x', y) + f(y, y) = tk+ to+ tt -t=
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2. The monadic theory of generalized sums

Fefermanand Vaught [FV 1] provedthat the firstordertheoryof sum,
product,and even generalizedproductsof modelsdependsonlyon the firstordertheoriesof themodels. Theirtheoremhas generalizationsto even more
general products(see Olmann[01,1]) and to suitableinfinitary
languages (L.,
see Malitz [Ma 1]). On the otherhand, it is well-knownthatforsecondorder
theorythisis false even for sum (as thereis a sentencetrue in the sum of
two modelsif and onlyif theyare isomorphic,for fixedfinitelanguage, of
course). Also for monadic(second-order)theorythisis false for productsof
models (there is a sentencetrue in a direct productof two models of the
theoryof linear order if and only if the ordersare isomorphic). We notice
here thatthemonadictheoryof generalizedsum dependsonlyon themonadic
theoriesof the summandsand noticealso generalizationof knownrefinement
(see Fraisse [Fr 1]). We can prove them using natural generalizationsof
Ehrenfeuchtgames (see [Eh 1]). LaUchli[La 1] uses some particularcases of
thosetheoremsfor the weak monadictheory. As thereis no new pointin the
proofs,we skip them. We shouldnoticeonlythat a subset of sum of models
is the unionof subsets of the summands. The resultsof [FV] can be applied
directlyby replacingMby (I Ml U P(M), M, E).
Notation. L willbe first-order
language witha finitenumberof symbols,
LM the corresponding
monadiclanguage, L(M) thefirst-order,
language correspondingtothemodelM, theuniverseof M, is IMl. Let x, y, z be individual
variables; X, Y, Z set variables; a, b, c elements;P, Q sets; P(M) = {P: PZ
IMI}. Bar denotesthat thisis a finitesequence,e.g., a; l(d') its length,a =

... , aj,

*...>i<l(a), and let a-(i) = aj. We write a-E A instead of ai E A and
insteadof a-E I M 1. K is a class of L(K) models(L(K) = L(M) forany

a EM
Me K). Let

Km= {(M, P): P GP(M)m}, Koo= Um<.Km.
Let k, 1,m, n, p, q, r denotenatural numbers.
Definition2.1. For any L-model M, PeP(M), a-E Ml, afinitesetof
formulas (X1, ***,x1,***) e L, a naturalnumbern, and a sequenceof natural
numbersk of length> n, define
t = th'((MyP. a-),(D)
by inductionon n:
For n = 0:
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For n = m + 1:
t = {th-(M, Pa

b): bE

M|r"}.

Definition 2.2. For any L-modelM, P E P(M), a finiteset D of formulas
***, X1,***)cEL, n, lof length? n-+1, defineT = Th!((M, P), (D)by
inductionon n:
For n = 0:
T = th'((M, P), D)
For n = m + 1:

T = {Th A((M PQ),

(D): Q E P(M)k'(}

Remarks. ( 1 ) If D is the set of atomic formulas we shall omit it and
write Th"(M, P).
(2) We always assume k(i) > 1 for any i < I(k), and k(O) > m, if R E

L(M) is mR-place.

(3) If we writek(i) for i ? I(k), thenwe mean 1, and when we omit k
we mean <max mR,1, ***>.
2.1, and 2.2, and obtaineda similar
(4) We could have mixedDefinitions
theoremwhichwould be more refined.
LEMMA2.1. (A) For everyformula A(X) E LM(M) there is an n such

whetherM #=*[P].
thatfrom Th7(M,P) we can find effectively
,
and
m thereis a setT = {'(X): I< 1,(<w),
(B) For everyL,lk,n '1L,
I(X) = m} (,r e LM) such that for any L-models M, N and Pe P(M)m,
Q E P(N)m thefollowinghold:
(1) Th"((N, Q), I) can be computedfrom {l < lo:N # 11Q]}.
(2) Th7((N,Q), I) = Th7((M,P), (D) if and only if for any 1 < lo,
M k f ,[P] = N l= *[Q].
Proof. Immediate. In (A) it sufficesto take for n the quantifierdepth
oft.
LEMMA2.2. (A) For given L, n, m, k, each Thk(M,P) is hereditarily

finite,and we can computethesetofformallypossible Th"(M,P), I(P) = m,M
an L-model. The same holdsfor O.
(B) If 1(0) l k(O),1 = O< p1 < p2 < ... < p, m and for 1 ? i?
compute
l(j) thenfrom Thj ((M, P), () we can effectively
nk(i) < jP
j
Thk((My

P),

(D).

F), $)
(C) For everyn, k, 1 we can computem such thatfrom Thm-((M,
we can effectively
computeThn((M,P), 0).
(D) Suppose in Definition 2.2 we make the following changes: We
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restrictourselvesto partition P, and let Q be a partition refiningP, which
divides each Pi to 2km) parts. What we get we call pTh7((M, P), (D). Then
computeTh"((M,P), (D), and vicefrom pTh7((M, P), (D) we can effectively
versa.
(E) Let K, n, D be given. If for every k there is an 1 such that for
everym, M, NE Km,
Th-(M, (D) = Th"(N, (D)

- Thk"'(M, () = Th"+'(N, (D)

thenfor everym, k thereis an 1 such thatfor any m, M, Ne Km
Th-(M, D) = Th"(N, D)

- Th-(M, D) = Th-(N, D).

Remark. This is parallel to eliminationof quantifiers.
fromik then
(F) In (E), if in the hypothesis1 can befound effectively
from m, k. If in addition
in the conclusion, I can be found effectively
{Th"(M, LI): Me Km} is recursive in k, m then {Th"(M, (D): Me K} is recursive in p, A.
Proof. Immediate.
The followinggeneralizesthe orderedsum of orderedsets (whichwill be
our main interest)to the notionof a generalizedsum of models. (Parts (1),
are technicalpreliminaries.)
(2), (3) of the definition
languages, Mi an L1-model
Definition 2.3. Let L1, L2, L3 be first-order
NI
(for i e I NI), N an L2-model,and we shall definetheL3-modelM =
(the generalizedsum of the Mi's relativeto a).7
(1 ) An n-conditionz is a triple<E, 'l, P> where:
(A) E is an equivalence relation on {O,1, ... , n-1}.
(B) 1 is a finiteset of formulasof the form 9(xj1, **, xik) where j1,
, are E-equivalentand <n; and q' E L1.
**
(C) T is a finiteset of formulasof the form /(xj1,... , xj,) where j1,
iny*eL2Y@ ik <
(2) If a0, ...
then we say <a0,

an_1E Uie 1N,Mi, z = <E, '1, P> is an n-condition,at E Mi(l,,
...,
a,-1> satisfies z if:
,

(A) i(l) = i(m) I
(B) (P(xil, . ., Y)

lEm;

...,
MN#) pi(j[aj,
k
*
W=
* * Xjk) e NYN
Ati~i),
*,i(jk)]MC
*(Xily
..
(3 ) The rule, a, is <L1,L2, L3, v*> where a* is a functionwhosedomain
is the set of predicatesof L3; if R is an n-place predicatein L3, a*(R) willbe
a finiteset of n-conditions.
7

EP

We assume, of course, that the IMl 's are pairwise disjoint.
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(4) M= EieINI Mi is an L3-model,whose universe is Uie INI I Mi l, and
for every predicateR E L3, RM'{Ka , ** , a-,>: <a., **, an-,> satisfiessome
cE *(R)}
Let e1(u)(T(a)) be the set of all formulasq'j e L1(a) (*, E L2(a)) appearing
in the a(R)'s, R E L3(a), and the equality.
Remarks. (1)

We use the conventionthat
(Mi' P )

EieN

-

(L:eN

M", Ue

N

P)

where for Pi = <Pl, *.*.*,Pm>, Ui Pi = <Ui Pi, ** Ui Pi>.
9

(2) We could have definedthe sum more generally,by allowing the
universeand the equality to be definedjust as the otherrelations.
LEMMA2.3. For any a, n, m, k, if for I = 1, 2, P1 E P(Mil)mand for
everyi E N,
Thn((Mi,

Pt'),

@(o))

=

Thn((Mi, pi)

q1(a))

then
(Mi Pi')) = ThV( 2N (kh ps))
THEOREM2.4. For any a, n, m, k we can find an f such that: if M=
lieN
Mi, ti = Thn((Mo,Pi), 0I(a)), and Qt = {i N: ti = t}, I(Pi) = m, then
from Th"((N, *.., Qt, ... ), T(u)) we can effectivelycompute Th"(M, Ui Pi)
(which is uniquely determined).
T(EK

eN

Definition 2.4. (1)

For a class K of models

Th;(K, I) = {Th"(M, (D): Me K} .
(2) The monadictheoryof K is the set of monadic sentencestrue in
every modelin K.
(3 ) For any d, K1,K2, let ClU(K1,K2) be the minimalclass K such that
(A) K1c K,
(B) if j < 1(a), Mi E K, Ne K2 then A(i) Mi E K.
Conclusion2.5. Suppose d, n, k, m are given. L,(ui) L3(%i)= L, L2(ui)=
L2; L, L2 are finiteand each '(vi), T(ui) is a set of atomic formulas. There
is an r-such that for every K1,K2, from Thr(K2t1`), Th"(K,-) we can effectively compute Thn(Km)where K
Cl7(Kg,K2) (rememberK,- = {(M, P):
P
a
be
class
should
of L-models,K2a class of L2-models).
Me K1, E P(M)m) (K1
Proof. For every j < 1(a) let f- relate to v(j), n, k, m just as r-relates
to a, n, k, m in Theorem2.4. Now choose an r-such that for every I < n,
Let>
rT(l).
Let T be the set of formally possible Th?,(M,Pfor
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m, and we can define r(n + 1)
(sop = I Tj = r(n + 1)).

l(P)

=

TI.
1 Let T = {t(O), **, t(p

-

1)}

of rj, and by (a trivialcase of) 2.2 (B), if M=
Clearly,by the definition

,; j Mj, ti = Th!(Mi, P%),Q, = {i e N: t. = t(l)}, I(Pi) = m, then from t =
Th!(N, **, Qi, ... )I<p we can effectivelycompute Th"(M, Uj, Pj, and denote

it by g(t).

Now defineby inductionon 1, T7 _ T.
and if T, is definedlet Tq,+ be the union of Tq with
Let T, = Th"(K7m),
the set of t e T satisfyingthe followingcondition:
(*) There is a t* e Th!!(K("+1'))such that t = g(t*),and if t* impliesthat
Q, is not empty,thent(l) e Tq.
Remark. Clearly if t* = Th!!(N, *... Q1, *.. ) then from t* we can com) and hence know whether Q, # 0
pute Tho(N, ... Q1,
so, as I TI = p, for some q < p, Tq = Tq+1.
**T
Clearly T,, T1, T2, *..

Now let

K* = {Me K: for every P e (P(f M1)tmThn(M, P) e Tq}.

findTq. Now if Ne K2, Mi e K*
Clearly Th"(K.f) _Tq, and we can effectively
for i e N, and M= ,
Mi, thenfor any Pe P(1 Ml)m,Thn(M,P) e Tq+=
of K, hence Me K*.
of
Tq by the definition Tq+,,and Me K by the definition
of K = Cl(K1, K2) necessarilyK* =
As clearlyK, ( K* _ K, by thedefinition
K. So it sufficesto prove that Th;(K") _ T. (Take 1 = q.) This is done by
inductionon 1.
LEMMA2.6. If M is a finite model, thenfor any $D,n, k we can effec-

tivelycomputeTh"(M, $D)from M.

Remark 2.7. Naturally we can ask whetherwe can add to (or replace
the) monadicquantifiers(by) otherquantifiers,withoutessentiallychanging
the conclusionsof this section. It is easily seen that, e.g., the following
quantifiersare suitable:
(1) (3 X) -there is a finiteset X
-there is a set X, IX I < X (x a regular cardinal). When
(2) (3IX)
dealing withorderedsums of linear order,also
(3)

(3WOX) -there is a well-ordered set X

(4)

(32X)

-there is a set X, with no increasingnor decreasing sequence in it of lengthX (x a regular cardinal).
If we add some of those quantifiers,we should, in the definitionof
Th?((M,P), sD)state whichBoolean combinationsof the P,'s are in therange
of whichquantifiers.If we e.g., replace the monadicquantifierby (31X), we
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shouldrestrictthe P's to sets of cardinality< X.
Another possible generalizationis to generalized products. Let M=
ll ieNI

Pi,*]

Mi (where L(Mi)
Mi I ,and if f1,

where

Pi

L1(a), L(N) = L2(a), L(M) = L4(a)) means: I MI =
,fn r M, M
R[f,
,fj if and only if Nkt R[
{i e N: Mi # q1 [f1(i), *.*,fn(i)]}

(and 9o is a firstordersentencefromL1(a), AR a monadicsentencefromL3(a)).
Then,of course,we use Th:(N, P), th"(M%,
a), and th"(M,a). All ourtheorems
generalizeeasily, but still no applicationwas found.
If notspecifiedotherwise,we restrictourselvesto the class Kord of models
of the theoryof order (sometimeswith one-place relations which will be
denoted, e.g., (M, P)). a = aord is the ordered sum of ordered sets and is
omitted. Therefore+(a) and <>(a) are the set of atomicformulas. For the
sum of two orders we write M1+ M2. The ordinals, the reals R, and the
N Mi we write Th;(M, P) =
rationalsQ have theirnaturalorders. If M=Eie
=
IN Th"(Mi,Pj) where P
Ui Pi. Let T(n, m, k) be the set of formally
possible Th'-(M, P), Man order, I(P)

=

m.

COROLLARY2.8. For any n, m, k there is ; = i(n, m, k) such that if
computed
Pt = {i e N: ti = t} for t e T(n, m, k) thenEli , N tican beeffectively
from Th"(N, ., Po ...

3. Simple application for decidability
Using Section2 we shall proveheresometheorems,mostof themknown.
We prove the decidabilityof the theoriesof the finiteorders, the countable
ordinals([B 5]), and show that fromthe monadictheoryof X we can compute
the monadictheoryof K {=a: a < X+} (this was shown for X =
effectively
op X = oj, in [B 5]). We do not try to prove the results on definabilityand
eliminationof quantifiers.For finiteordersthis can be done and the method
becomes similar to that of automaton theory. For

co,

{a: a <

w0}, QN this can

be done by using the previous cases (e.g., for w using the resulton thefinite
orders). We can prove the decidabilityof the weak monadictheory(with3t
only)of the n-successorstheoryby the methodof this section (Doner [D 1]
proved it). It would be very interestingif we could have provedin thisway
that the monadictheoryof the 2-successortheoryis decidable (Rabin [Ra 1]
proved it).
In orderto use Section1 we shouldnote
LEMMA3.1. For any n, k, (N, P), the coloring fj' on N is additive

where
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fR'(a,b) = Thk((N,P) r[a, b)),
where(N, P) r[a, b) is a submodelof (N. P) with the universe [a, b) = {x e
N: a < x < b}.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.
Let us list some immediateclaims.
Th-(K), then
LEMMA3.2. (A) If for any n, k we can computeeffectively
the monadic theoryof K is decidable;and vice-versa.
(B) If themonadic theoryof K is decidablethenso is themonadictheory
of K' whereK' is the class of:
(i) submodelsof modelsof K,
(ii) initial segmentsof ordersfrom K,
(iii) orders whichwe getby adding (deleting)first(last) elementsfrom
orders of K,
(iv) conversesof ordersfrom K,
(v) (M, F), Me K, Pe P(M)m.
Proof. Immediate.
THEOREM3.3. The monadic theoryof theclass Kf,1 of finite orders is
decidable.
Proof. Let Knbe the class of ordersof cardinalityn; up to isomorphism
Knhas onlyone element,n. Hence by Lemma 2.6 we can compute Th"'(Ki).
Hence by Conclusion2.5, for every n, k we can compute Th7(K) whereK =
Cl(K1, K2). But clearlyK is the class of finiteorders. So by 3.2 (A) we finish.
THEOREM3.4. The monadic theoryof c) is decidable.
Proof. We shall compute{Thk(o, P): Pe P(N)m}by inductionon n, for
every k, m simultaneously.
For n = 0 it is easy.
Suppose we have done it for n - 1 and we shall do it for n, m, k. By
the inductionhypothesiswe can compute Th-(oo)for every 1, in particular
i
for =O(n,
m, k) (see 2.8). Now for any M= (o, Pi, ..., Pm), by 1.1 we
can findan f-homogeneous set {a: i < w} (a0 < ai+). So letting
t= T
we have

Y((o,

F)

L

[0, a)),

s = Th'n((w,P)

L

[as, aj))

Th-((o, P) = Thn((wy,P) r [0, ao)) + Ei<(, Th"((oj, P)
= t + Ei< ~s

for i <

J

f [ai, aij?))

As Thr((o)is known,by 2.8, we can computeThl(M, P) froms, t. Now
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F), F e P(0)m, thereis an (o, P) such that
for any t, s e Thn(Kin),s # Th,&(O,
Thn(w,P) = t + Ei<a' s.

by 3.3, and can easily findwhethers e Thn(K"I') As we know Thn(Kfin)
we finish.
Thn(1O}),
THEOREM3.5. (A) From the monadic theoryof X (X a cardinal) we can
the monadic theoryof K = {a: a < X+}.
computeeffectively
(B) Moreovereverymonadic sentencewhich has model a < X+, has a
model /8< V0.

(C) (i) For everya < X+ thereis a 8 < X''+ + )P which has the same
monadic theory
(ii) If pe< X and for every regular X < X there is a X' < pasuch
that X,X' have thesame monadic theory,then we can chose/ < Vto + XVO.
(iii) If we could always find X < a then 8 < )pe, and if X =a,
/

X

<

+

X9

(iv) Also, for every a < X+, there are n < w,

1,

*...

X < X, such

that the monadic theoryof a is recursive in themonadic theoriesof X1, ..
Xnsand -x is a regular cardinal.
(D) In general, the boundsin (B), (C) cannot be improved.

Remark. BUchi[B 51already proved(B), (C) forX= o) and (B) forX = (o,
Proof. (A) Define K1 = K2 = {a: a < -}; by 3.2 (B) (i) and 3.2 (A) we

can computeTh'!(Kj) for every n, k and i = 1, 2 (fromthe monadic theory
of X, of course). Hence by 2.5 we can computeTh"(K') foreveryn, k, where
K' = Cl(K1,K2). Clearly every memberof K' is well-orderedand has cardinality< X. So up to isomorphismK' C K. We should prove now only that
equalityholds. If not, let a be the firstordinalnot in K', and a < X+. If ar
is a successor ordinal, a -1 e K'; 1, 2 e K hence a = (a -1) + 1e K', a
is <X. Let a =
contradiction.If a is a limitordinal,its cofinality
i
<
a
contradiction.
K'
so
then
a
ar
e
e
x,
ai
K',
<
a;
i0,
%o
(B) Let us firstshow that
(*) For everyn, k thereis q = q(n, k) < o such thatifa,c < X , f(a)=
cf(,), and a, fi are divisibleby Xqythen Th"(a) = Th"G(13).
For n = 0 it is immediate,and we prove it for n. By the pigeon-hole
principlethereare 1 < 1 < p < 2 I T(n, 0, k) I + 1 such that Thk(X1)= Th"(V).
Clearly,
X 2

Hence
8

=

i<X

(x

+

x1)

In fact, 3< MW++ Mw.
In the firstcase B< M.
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Thn(-X12)

=

T< Thn(VX + x1)
(-Xl\+ X1)] =
[ Thn(-X1')+ Thn('X)] = i<X [Thn(-X1')

Thn[Ei<,

=

Ei<A

=

+ Thn(-X)]

Thn(Xl+l +

Si<

Th"(xl) = Th"(Ei<x

= E<

'A) =

\1) =

Ei<X

Thn(AP)

Thn(x\ ')

Hence we prove by inductionon m, I < m < cl that Thn(xm)= Thn(-xl+');
chooseq = q(n, ik)= I + 1. Let a, a < X+ be divisible by -X and have the
same cofinality,
and we shall prove Thn(a) = Th(j89). Clearly it sufficesto
prove Thn(a)= Thn( _t)where ,ct= cf(a). Let us prove it by inductionon
a, and let a = Xq-. If - = -1 + 1, thenfor -r1= O it is trivial,and for-1 > O
Thln(a)

= Th"(jqxl
=

+ Xq) = Thn(Xq-l) + Thn(Xq)

Thn [qocf(-Xq

+

y)]

= Th[-X qocf(fy1)
=

Thn [Xq?

Thn(-Xq+2)

xq+2]

Jr

cf (a)]

If Y is a limitordinal7 = Ei<Cf(T)
Thn (a)

=

Thn-

=

Ei

= TV -Xq+2)= ThV(XqoX)

[jq(i<Cf

vi, vi
=

vi)]

()

< 7 a successor,
Ajqy)

Thn(Ei<cf(T)

<cf (T) Thnk(,Xq~i

= Li<cf(r)Th-t[,q

o

Cf (Xqefi)]

= i<Cf (r) Thn(Xq+l)
=Thn[-X[

=

i<cf ()

Thn(X,)

q 0 Cf (f)] I

So we have proved (*). Let us prove (B). Let a < X+ be a model of a
sentence*. Choose by 2.1 (A), n, k such that fromThnG(,)we knowwhether
,8 t Aand let q = q(n, k), and let a =XSq8 + 7, 7 < Xq. Then
ThV(a) = Thn[o

Cf(Xq,8) +

and -Xo Cf(Vq) + y <

7],

Xq?2

(C) Divide a by )P so a = XwCa,+ a2, a2 < >P. Let 1 be 1 if a, is a
successor, and cfa1 otherwise. Then Xal1, X'Oa' are divisible by Xq(nk) for
every n, k and have equal cofinality.So by the proofof (B), for everyn, k,
= Th-(X?wa').Hence Xw0a,
+ a2, Xwa'+ a2 has the same monadic
Th!!(X?wal)
theory,and VWPa1
+ a2 < X'X + ?P = xw+1+ Vw. This proves (C) (i).
<
If X' , has the same monadictheoryas a' thenXVal+ a2, VwaW
+ a2
and XVX'+ a2 (whichis <Xlop + x@)have thesame monadictheories. If X' <
, clearlyX'X%+ a2 < \ pa
= o in any case, hence a = 0ca, + a2, and o0 +
If X = o thencf(Xwca1)
a1 < WI?
+ oam
has the same monadictheory. Every a < X+ we can uniquely
as
represent
Cl =

XO

+ ,X~

+

*+

Va

1+

ao;

ai

<

X
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The monadictheoryof a is recursivein the monadictheoriesof X, cf(xoa'),
a,,,* a., ao. So we can prove inductively(C) (iv).
(D) Suppose x > co,x is regular, and there is a sentence* such that
a W + if and onlyif a = x. Then thereare sentencesA, such that a l
if and only if a = X", sentences(P. such that a 1=gn if and only if a is
divisibleby X", and sentencep such thata W p if and onlyif cfa = x. Then
XV+1isa modelof {qa,9n: n < o}. If a is also a modelof {a, 'n: n < co} then
X' divides a for every n, hence XVdivides a, so a = X0,8. If fiis a successor,
cf(a) = co but a # 9qso fiis a limithence cf(a) = cf (f), so cfS = X, so fi > X
hence a > X0ox = 'X+1. Similarly X1+1+ X' is the smallest model of its
monadictheory.
LEMMA3.6. (A) In 3.5 (A) it sufficesto knowthemonadic theoryof {I:
p a regular cardinal < -}. So if X is singular it sufficesto know the
monadic theoryof {a: a < X}.
(B) For everysentenceA, (1) thereis a sentence9 (all in the monadic
theoryof order) such that a 9# if and only if a is a limit and cf(a) # *,
(2) thereis a sentencecharacterizingthefirstordinal whichsatisfies* and
(3) for everyn < cothereis g'nsuch that a # qn if and only if a is the nth
regular cardinal satisfying*.
(C) Thereare monadic sentences p,, such that a # gweif and only if
a = cas. If V = L thereare monadic sentencesq, such that a # qp if and
only if a is thenth weaklycompactcardinal.
Proof. (A) Immediateby 3.5 (C) (iv).
(B) ( 1 ) Let p say that thereis no last element,and forany unbounded
P thereis an unboundedQ =P whichsatisfies* (if cfax -' i we can choose
Q as a set of order-typecfa; so a # qI. If cfa -= ', let P be a subset of
a of order-typecfa; hence any unboundedQ P has order-typecfa, so
a # - p)

(2)
(3)

Immediate.
We use (1) and (2) to defineqn inductively. Let qp say thata is the
first ordinal whose cofinality satisfies A. Let 9n+i say that a is the first
ordinalwhose cofinalitysatisfies* A -qgo A ... -*A
/
9n.
a
(C) For q'nuse (B) (3) for * saying is an infiniteordinal. For (n use
(B) (3) and Theorem0.1 (of Jensen).
4. The monadic theory of well-orderings

If a (M, P) let
th(a, P) = {Ixe X,: a

e

Pi U {x Xi: a

X Pi}
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(so it is a set of formulas).
Let Da denotethefilterof (generatedby) the closedunboundedsubsetsof
at cfa > co.
LEMMA4.1. If the cofinalityof a is >0o, thenfor everyPe P(a)m'there
is a closedunboundedsubsetJ of a such that:for each f < a, all themodels
{(a, P) r [f,7 ): -ie J, cf(-) = cl,
have the same monadic theory.

> A}

Remark. BUchi [B 5, 6.1, p. 1101 proved Lemma 4.1 for a = col,by a
method.
different
Proof. For every n, k there is, by 1.1, 3.1 a homogeneousunbounded
I- zoa, by the coloring
f-" of (a, P), so there is t-'such that for every 8 <
t' e I-j, Th#((a,P) L [S. 7))
tn. Let J,-be the set of accumulationpoints of
I-k, and J
fln.<-k. Clearly J is a closed and unboundedsubset of a.
f
Let < a, and Dan be the firstordinal> f in I,". Then for any -Ce J,
7 > A, cf(7) =
, and foreveryn, k we can find-l e Ijkn-ij < -/,+.Ilim1.Z1 =
-i and -i =3n. Therefore
Th'n((a, P) r [,

))

=

Th"((a, P)

= Thn((a, P)

So, Thn((a,P)

L

[fe,jlT)) +
[R,.Sk)) +

1<w
t1<

Thn((a, P)

['1, 'Y+1))

tE

[R,.7)) does not dependon the particular -'.

Definition 4.1. ATh"(/, (a, P)) for a <a a a limit ordinal of cofinality> cois Thn((a,P) L [LS,7)) for every Ire J, Ir> A, cf(7) = a); where
J is fromLemma 4.1.
Remark. As Da is a filter,this definition
does not depend on the choice
of J.
Definition 4.2. We defineWTh"(a, P):
(1) if a is a successoror has cofinality
co,it is 0,
(2) otherwisewe defineit by inductionon n:
for n = 0: WThn-(a,P) = {t: {fl < a: th(fl,P) = t} is a stationary subset of a},
for n + 1: let WThn+1(a,P) = {<S1(Q), S2(Q)>: Q e P(a)k(n + )}
where
S1(Q) = WThn(a,P, Q),
S2(Q) = {<t, s>:: {f < a: WThn((a, P, Q)

'

S)=

t, th(/, PAQ)

=

SI

is a stationarysubset of a}.
Remark. Clearly,if we replace (a, P) by a submod-elwhoseuniverseis
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a close unbounded subset of a, WThV(a,P) will not change. Of course
WTh"(M) is well definedfor every well-orderedmodel.
Definition 4.3. Let ?f(a) > c, M = (a, P) and we definethe model
gk(M) = (a, ga(P)).

Let

(91(0))

and (when m

=

{f < a: s

=

A Th"(S, M)}

I(P))
gk(P)

<K

(gnk(P))s,

.

*eT(>sn,mk)

Remark. (1 ) In gn(P) we unjustlyomita, but therewill be no confusion.
(2)

P),
Remember T(n, m, k) is the set of formallypossible Thnk(MA
I(P)= m.
LEMMA4.2. (A) gny(P)is a partition of a.
correlate
is a refinementof g!(P) and we can effectively
(B) gnf(PAQ)
theparts.
correlatethe
(C) gn+1(P)is a refinementof gn(P) and we can effectively
parts.
(D) The parallels of Lemma 2.2 for Th, p Th, holdfor WTh, p WTh.
Proof. Immediate.
m, k)
find r-= r-1(n,
THEOREM4.3. For everyn, m, k we can effectively
=
2
M1)=
such that: If cf(a') > w, Mi (ai, Pi), I(Pi) = mfor i = 1, and A Thn(O,
I2) and WThnr(gn(M1))
= WTh(gn(M2))then Thn(M1)= Thn(M2).
AThn-k(O,
Proof. We prove by inductionon n.
For n = 0, it is easy to check that Thn(Mi)= AThn(O,Mi) hence the
theoremis trivial.
Suppose we have proved the theoremfor n, and we shall prove it for
n + 1. Suppose Q1e P(a l)k(n l), and we shall findQ2eP(la2)k(n+l) such that
Th,(al,

P1, Q1)

=

Th-(a2,

P2, Q2); by the symmetry in the hypothesis this is

= Q*1,
sufficient.Let gn(PlAQl)
gn+1(pl) = p*1 g_+1(P2) = p*2* Definer(n +
1) =I(gnk(P1AQ-1)) =1(Q*1) and r [ (n + 1) = r1(n, m + 1(P1), k).
By the assumptionsand Definition4.2, thereis Q*2 e P(a 2)k(n+l) such that
(for our n, r and a,2 p*2; al P*%), S1(Q*l) = S1(Q*2)for I = 1, 2. (The notationis inaccurate,but should be clear.) So, for I = 1, we get WThn(al,P*1,
Q*1) = WThn(a2,P*2, Q*2), and withoutloss of generalitY0 e Q$ < 0 e Q2.
(Fromnow on we can replace r-by r-r(n + 1).) So by Lemma 4.2, forI = 1, 2,
Pl, hence for every , < a' thereis a unique
Q*l is a partitionof a' refining
s1(fl)such that $ e Q*IS
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Now, for I = 1, 2, choosea closed unboundedsubset J, of a' such that:
(0) every memberof J, whichis not an accumulationpoint of J1,has
cofinalitywo,
subsetof a' thenQ* nl = 0,
(1) foranys, if Q*' is nota stationary
(2) if a < -i < a'; 8, e J1;cf(-i) = wothen
(use Lemma 4.1)

Thn+'((al,PI) [fi, y)) = AThn+1(/3,
(a', PI))
(3) for every e JI, cf() = ,
'

Thn+'((al,PI) r [0, -1))= AThn+'(O,(at, PI))

a eJ1

if Q*'lnJ1#0,

(4)

thenthereare 7re JI, 7 > f, s,(-) = s suchthat{de Jl: fi<

_

(5) for any s, t, if {f < a': t = WThr((al, Q*l) r f), s
not a stationarysubset of J1,thenit is disjointto J,.
Remark. Note that (5) just strengthens(1).
Now we defineQ2by parts. That is, for every f <
successorof f in J2,we defineQ2 1 [,i, -Y)such that
S2(fl) =

Thn((a,

P 2AQ2)

r [a,

'Y e

=

?} - is finite,
Th(, Q*l)} is

J2U {O},'Y is the

))7

of s2(f), SI(e
This is possible as by definition
Q2,, hence
(ar
Si(,S)e AThn+'(tS,

We now prove

(* )

{0}, cf(7)

ifl<'YeJ2U

=

p)

w, then

SA(S) = Thn((a2,P2, Q2) |

[

7))

We prove it by inductionon -i for all f.
(i) By (0) the first-i > f1,'Y e J2 has cofinalityw, and by the definition

satisfied.
(ii) Let < <e< t e J2,for no e J2, <

of Q2

(*)

is

Then by the inductionhypothesisTh"((a2

Q2)

P2t

2
Thn((a, P2Q)[,))=s)
-t
-2

-, and has cofinality .

<

)

$))

1 [

=

S2(f)

and

S(

We shouldshow that s2(f) + s2(O) = s2(M). So it sufficesto finda' < ' < 7' e
ofS2 in
J,,Sl(fl') = S2(fS)cft ' = w = cf7',Sl(V') = S2($); andbythedefinition
4.2 this is possible. As f e J2, S is a stationarysubset of a2, QS" is a
stationarysubset of a', hence for some f'reJ, i' e Q8*1phence s2(fl')= s2(a).
As dJ2,
{Ie

Q82): WTh"(a2p*2

Q*2)

=

is stationary,hence we can findd' e J1,ch(d') = w,

0}

s2(V')

=

s2(M).
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(iii) If -ris an accumulationpointof J2 theproofis similarto thatof (ii).
= wj, and 52(m) =
m = 'i, cf($m)
Choose e m < A, f < <m K em?1 < 7, li
S2($m+i)(use (4)).
Thn((a2,

Then
P2

Q2)

))

[

=

Thn((a2

+
=

Q2)

P2

Th ((a2
+

S2(/)

Sm<

[I,
p2

SO))

V

Q2)

[

?))

O2($0)
A

We should prove this sum is s2(/), and this is done as in (ii).
(iv) There are e e J, f < $ < ^', ' the successorof e in J2and cf
l*)
As beforewe can find '< '<'Y' e J1,sl(f') =s2(f),
WThS2((s r
= s2(;),
cf$' > (, of'Yr = (. SO clearly
WThn((a2,P*2) 1 $)sb')
P2Q2)

Th"((a2,

P

V, 7))

52(e)

-

-

s2($)

=

pi

Th((al,

Ql)

Now also

)) =

Thn((a2, P2, Q2) P [

Thft((a6l Al

Ql)

[fi

P

[P,

>
1

(0.
)

yP))

s'))

by the inductionhypothesison n and on /r.
So we have proved (*) and

gn((a 2

p2

Q2))

=

(a2, Q*2).

Now by the inductionhypothesison n it follows that Th-(al, Pi, Q1) =
Th"k(a2,

P2

Q2).

THEOREM4.4. If cf (a) > C,

t2= AThft(O,(a, P)), r = r1(n, I(P), k)
computeTh-(a, P) from ti,t2.
thenwe can effectively
t, = WThr(g"(P)),

Proof. The proofis similarto that of 4.3.
Conclusion4.5. If X is a regular cardinal, and we know AThn(O,X),
WTh"(X)(;T= r1(n,0, k)), thenwe can compute Th-(X).
LEMMA4.6. If X is a regular cardinal > Cl,r = r(n, 0, k), then,letting
< X}, we
T, = {Th"(t) cl < A < s Ala regular cardinal}, T2 = {Th"(a): a
T1 effeccompute
can
we
and
T1;
from
X)
ATh"(0,
can computeeffectively
tivelyfrom T2.
q = q(n, k)
Proof. Let T = {t1, *.*, tJ},and if tj = Thn(4a)let t' = Th"(fq)e),
of
see the proof of 3.5 (B) for the definition
(we can computeit effectively:
q(n, k)) and let t = t' + *

+ to,then

lm<wt

= to) = ATh"(0,

X)

10

Conclusion4.7. Let X be a regular cardinal. If the monadic theoryof
{a: a < X}, and { WThV(x):n, k} are given then we can computeeffectively
the monadictheoryof X.
10 The secondphrase is immediateby 3.6 B(3).
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LEMMA4.8. For a regular X, {WTh"(X): n < w} and the first-order
theory of M' = (P(X)/D,, U. n, -, 0, 1, ***, R, *..) are recursive one in
theother,whereRI(P, Q) holds if and only if
{fl < X: f e P, and for some n, t = WTh4((X,Q) #is)}+ 0 (modD,) .
Remark. Note that for every t thereis at mostone possiblen.
Proof. Immediate,similarto the proofof Lemma 2.1.
Conclusion 4.9. If the monadictheoryof {a: a < X} and the first-order
theoryof M' are decidable,thenso is the monadictheoryof x.
Using 4.9 we can tryto prove the decidabilityof the monadictheoryof
X by inductionon X.
For X - c we know it by 3.4.
For X = w1 the R'"1'sare trivial,(because each e < oi is a successor or
cf/S= S, henceby Definition4.3 (1), R`1(P, Q) holds if and only if t = 0).
0, 1). But by
U,
to prove the decidabilityof (P(w1)/D.1, n, u
So it suffices
Ulam [U 1] this is an atomless Boolean algebra, so its theoryis decidable.
Hence we reprovethe theoremof Biichi [B 5].
Conclusion 4.10. The monadictheoryof w, is decidable.
Now we can proceedto X = j2, Looking more closely at the proof for
we
wc, see that WTh?(wo,P) can be computedfrom the set of atoms in the
Boolean algebra generatedby the Pi whichare stationarysubsets of co1;and
we can replace (e by any ordinalof cofinalityN. So all theR102 can be defined
by the functionF/DW2,
F(I) = {a < (02: cf(a) = otl,a -i nIfl2 X Da}.
Conclusion 4.11. The firstordertheoryof
f, U, - 0, 1, F/Do2)
if
monadic
the
theoryof a)2 is decidable.
is decidableif and only
0=
(P(2)/DU2,

Notice that F(I U J) = F(I) U F(J), and thatforM1@2to have a decidable
theory,it sufficesthat it have eliminationof quantifiers.For thisit suffices
(*) for any stationary A _ {a < 02: cf(a) = Ce} and B, C such that
B U C there are stationary A', B', A = A' U B', A' f B' = 0, F(A') =
F(A)
A(modD,02)and F(B') = B(mod D,02).
Conjecture4 (A). (*) is consistentwithZFC.
5. From orders to uniformorders
An equivalence relation E on orderedset N is convexif x E y, x < z <
y e N, impliesx E z, i.e., every equivalenceclass is convex. On N/E = {a/E:
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a e N} a naturalorderingis defined. If Jis a convexsubsetof a model(M, P)
thenth(J, P) is <1, Si, s2> such that if thereis no last (first)elementin J, s, =
1 (sI = 1), if b is the last (first)element, s2 = th(b, P) (si = th(b, P)) (for definition,see the beginningof Section4) and I = min(I J , 2).
K*

Definition 5.1. (1 ) K(M) is the firstcardinal K, such that neither K nor
is embeddablein M.
(2) K(K) is l.u.b. {K(M): Me K}.

Definition 5.2. We definefor every n, k, the class U" and UTh#((M, P))
for Me Uk
( 1 ) U1 = {(M, P): M is dense order with no first nor last element and

thereare toand a dense I_ i MI such that for every a < b e I:

t=

Th'((M,

P) r (a, b)) and th(a, P)

th(b, P)}.

=

Now we defineUTh"(M, P) by inductionon n.
Tho(M, P).

(2)

UThO(M, P)

(3)

P) = <S1,S2, com> where
UThnk+'(M,

(A)

Si

p, Q)): Q

{UThn((M

P(M)k(n+l)

(MI P

uG
Q) C

a

(B) Beforewe defineS2, we make some conventions:

(a)

T1[ T21 is the set of formally possible th(J, P'), J # 0, and 1(P')

(1(Pl) = 1(P) + k(n + 1));
(G)

T3 =

{l,

sI,

t,

S2>:

<1,

sI,

s2>

e T2, t e T(n,

(P)

+ k(ln + 1), k) and

l(P),

I = 1 if

and onlyif t is the "theory"of the emptymodel};

(7) If <1,sl, S2> e T1,<1',s', t, s'> e T3 then<1,si, s2> < <1',s', t, s'> when: I =
1= S2Q s2;
2
==s1? s1,
S
I'ands1 = 1->s = 1,82 = 1- s = 1 ands1#1
(a) At last letr = r(n, l(P), k) be from2.8, S2= { UTh"(M/E,P*, Q*): E a nontrivialconvex equivalencerelationover I MI, (M/E, P*, Q*) e U P,P =
t} and Q*
<. * Pt*,*.*.>teT j wherePt* {a/E: a e I MI, th(a/E, P)
< ** s Qt* ***>te73 is a partitionof I M I E refiningP* and

implies t(1) ? t}.

(C) Com is + if M is a completeorder,and

-

Q
Q1*

Pt*

otherwise.

LEMMA5.1. (A) From Th"+2(M, P) we caln check whether (M, P) G Uk
and compute UTh"(M, P).
(B) Also the parallel to 2.2 holds.
LEMMA5.2. For every dense Ne K, I NII > 1, n, k, there is a convex
submodel M of N which belongs to U-, II MI I > 2.
Proof. By-Theorem 1.3, and 4.1 (A).
; I -i N I is a dense
LEMMA5.3. Suppose N is a dense order, ic(N)
subset, and for every a < b e I, to= Th#((N,P) r [a, b)). Then there is t1
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such that
(1 ) for everya < b e INJ, t1= Th"((N, P) [ (a, b)).
(2 ) Moreoverfor everyconvexJz i N l, with no firstnor last element,
=
ti Th'n((N,P) r J).
Proof. Clearly it sufficesto prove (2). Choosea, e J f I. Now definea",
0 < n < cosuch that a.e JlnI, a. < a,+1 and {an: n < co) is unboundedin J
(thisis possibleas c(N) < 81). Now definesimilarly,a. e J n I, n a negative
integerso that a,1 < a. < a, and {a": n is a negative integer}is unbounded
frombelow in J.
So, lettingZ be the integers,
Thn((N, P)

[ J)=neZ

Thn((N, P)

[ [an,a,+,))

THEOREM 5.4. Let Mbe an order, ic(M) ?

=

tneZ to

E

8.

(A) Knowing t and that t = UTh"(M, P), (M, P) e U-kn
we can effectively
computeF(t) = Th"(M, P).
(B) If(M2, Pi) e U-knfori = 1, 2, and UTh-(M', P') = UTh-(M2,P2) then
Thk(Ml, P') = Th"(M2, P2)

Proof. Clearly (A) implies(B). So we prove (A) by inductionon n.
For n = 0 it is trivial.
Suppose we have proved the theoremfor n, and we shall prove it for
n + 1.
Let UThn+'(M,P) = <S1,S2, com>. We shouldfind
T = {ThV(MtP, Q): Q e

P(M)k(n+l)}

If t e S1,thenforsome Q e P(M)k(n+l), (M, P. Q) e Un and t = UTh-n(M,
P.
Q), hence,by the inductionhypothesisF(t) = Th"(M, P, Q), so F(t) e T. We
can concludethat T' = {F(t): T e S1}_ T.
Now if t* e S2, thenthereis a convex equivalencerelationE on M, such
that tV= UThn(M/E,P*, Q*) where the conditionsof S2 are satisfied. If
0, and I > 1 impliest E T thenwe can defineQ E P(M) such that
Q<1 81t, 82)

for alEc

Q ,8<1l,82>.

(1 ) UThn((M,P, Q) r int(alE)) = t,
(2) th(a/E,Q) -<1, Sl, 82>

Remark. (1) can be done because by Lemma 4.3 (2), if int(a/E)
then
P) r 1nt(alE)) = ThONk(M,
P) = T.
Thn+'((My
Now clearlyknowingt* we can compute
# 0, t # Thn(0), for some s1,S2}
S(t*) = {t: Q<,81,t,82>
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whereQ* is as above. We can also computeG(t) = Th"(M, Q). We know
thatt e S2, S(t) _ T, implyG(t) e T.
We knowalso thatif (i) t = Th"((M, P) r{a}) for some a E M, and (ii) t1,
t2e T. then:E.,.(t, + t)e T andE <n (t + t2)c Tt1 + t + t2e T andif com
is -, tl + t2E T (whereZ is the set of integers)(we use the facts that M is
dense, I(M) < ;1).
Now let T* be the minimalsubset of T(n, I(P), k) such that
(a) T*_ T',
(b) te S2, S(t) _-T* implyG(t)e T*,
(c) if t1,t2e T*, t = Th-((M,
P) r {a}) thent1+ t + t2e T*;
(d) if t2e T*, t1- Th-((MpP) [ {a}) for some a e Mthen
E

n<O(t2+ tj)? T*,pEnsne Z (tl + t2)eT*

(e) if t1,t2e T2,com is - thent1+ t2e T*.
It is easy to see that as S1,S2 are given and T(n, I(P), k) is (hereditarily)
finiteand known,we can effectively
computeT*. So it suffices
to provethat
T = T* but as clearly T* _ T it sufficesto prove:
te T

-te T*

As t e T, there is Q e P(M)k'n+1such that t = Th,(M P, Q). Definethe
equivalencerelationE on M: a Eb if and only if a = b or, withoutloss of
generality we assume that a < b, for every a', b'? M, a ? a' < b' < b,
Thn((M PAQ) [ (a', b')) e T*. It is easy to check that E is a convex equivalence relationover M. Now we shall showthatif a e M, int(alE) + 0 then
Thn((MtP, Q) r int(alE)) belongsto T*. ChooseaO e alE, and thendefinean,
n > 0 such that an < a,+, {an: 0 < n < co}is unbounded in int(alE). Without loss of generalityth(a., P^Q) = s, for every n > 0. Hence
Thn((MtP^Q) r {xe int(alE): a, < x})
,O~ff< [Thn((M P. Q) r (an, a.+,)) + Thn((M,P, Q) r la.+11)]
of E, Thn((MyP, Q) r (as, a,+l)) e T*, henceby (d),
By the definition
-

Thn((M,P, Q) r {x e int(alE): aO < x}) ? T* .
Similarly,
Th'n((M,P, Q) r{x e int(alE): x < aO})e T* .
So by (c),

Thn((M,P, Q) [ int(alE)) e T*.

Similarly,by (c), (e) in MIE there are no two successive elements,so
MIE is a dense order.
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* > such that
*= a *
,
*>,
=
*,8i,82>,
P
...
(1 ) a/Ee P<1,,82> if and onlyif th(a/E,P) = <1,sl,82>,
if and only if Th"((MyP. Q) r int(alE)) = t; and
(2) a/Ec Q*

DefineP

th(a/E,PAQ) = <1, sl, 82>
By Lemma 5.2, (M/E, P*, Q*) eitherhas only one elementor it has an
interval(alE, b/E) : 0 such that (MIE, P*, Q*) r (alE, b/E) e Uj".
Now we prove a E b and so show that thiscase does notoccurand E has
one equivalencerelation,hence Thk(M,P, Q) e T* and so we shall finish.
Let a < a' < b' < b, thenlet
J2=

J1 =
3=

e M: a'/E < c/E < b'/E}
{c e M: a' < c E inta'/E)},
{c eM:b' > c int(b'/E)}
{c

P, Q) r J2)e T*; by (d) Thn((M,PQ) [J)e T* for i =
By (b),
Th"((My
1, 3. Hence by (c) and (e) Thn((M,P,yQ) (a', b'))e T*. So aEb, and we
finish.
THEOREM5.5. (A) If ,(K) < 1,, and for every Me K, there is Ne
K n Un+l extendingM, then from UThn+'(K) = {UThn+'(M): MeK n U}+l},
we can compute Th-(K). Hence if UThn(K) is recursive in n, then the
monadic theoryof K is decidable.
(B) Suppose i(K) < j,, K is closedunder M + N, Ifn<c MiyCnez Mn,
n<O
LieQ Mi are convexsubmodelsand division byconvexequivalencerelations.
Then from UThn(K) (f = r(n, 0, k)) we can compute Thn(K). Hence if
UTh"(K) is recursivein n, thenthe monadic Theoryof K is decidable.
Proof. (A) Immediate.
(B) Essentiallythe same as the proofof 5.4.
Remark. Of course there are other versions of (B), e.g., for a class
of completeorders.
6. Applicationsof Section 5 to dense orders
Definition 6.1. Ks is the class of orders M such that no submodelof M
is isomorphicto co,or co or an uncountablesubset of the reals."1
LEMMA6.1. (A) K. satisfiesthe hypothesisof 5.5 (B). Also no member
of Ks is complete,exceptthefiniteones.
(B) K. has uncountablemembers,but Me K. implies I M <
Proof. (A) Immediate.
"

Those are the Speckerorders;we get them fromAronszaintrees.
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(B) The Specker orders. See e.g., [Je1]12forexistence.
THEOREM6.2. (A) The monadic theoryof K, is decidable.
(B) All dense orderfrom K, with no first nor last element,have the
same monadic theory.
Proof. We shallshowthatfor(M, P) e U0(K), Pa partition,p UTh'(M, P)
can be computedfromp UTh0(M,P) (hence the formeruniquelydetermine
thelatter). Thenby the parallel to Lemma 2.2, (B) followsimmediatelyand
(A) followsby 5.6.
So let t = p UTh0(M,P) be given; that is, we knowthat P is a partition
of M to dense or emptysubsets,Me U0,hence M is dense withno firstand
no last element,Me K, and we know {i: Pi : 0}. So withoutloss of generality. Pi : 0 forevery i and also M : 0, Pi is dense. Let p UTh'(M, P) =
<S1,S2,com>, so we should computecom,S1,S2.
Part ( 1 ) com: As Me K, and as clearlytherationalorderis embeddable
in M, M cannotbe complete.
Part ( 2 ) S1: It sufficesto prove that any dense subset P of M can be
splitintotwo disjointdense subsetsof M.
So we shall prove more.
( *)
If M is a dense order,I_- I MI is a dense subset,
thenwe can partitionI to two dense subsets of M. That is, there are J1,J2,
I= J1U J2,J1 2 0 and J1,J2are dense subsets of M.
We definean equivalence relationE on I: a E b if, a -b or there are
= I{cGI: a<c<b}I
impliesI{ceI:a'<c<b'}I
a,<a, b<b, and a,<a'<b'<b,
by assumption). Now foreveryE-equivalenceclass alE
(and theyare infinite
than
one
more
with
element,let X = I {a e I: b' < a < c'} I foreveryb' < c' e alE.
Case I. Ia/EI =X > 0.
Then let {<bi,ci>: i < XI be an enumerationof all pairs <b,c> such that
b, c e a/E, b < c. Defineby inductionon i < X, a', ai e a/E. If we have defined
themfor j < i, choose
al e {d e I: bi < d < ci} - {a~: j < i}
i}
a2 e {d e I: bi < d < ci} - {a: j
thisis possible. DefineJ1(a/E)= {a': i <>4.
By cardinalityconsiderations
Case II. X < Ia/El.
Then clearlyIalE I = X+, and we can partitionalE into X+ convex subsets Ai, i < X+, each of power X. So on each we can defineJ1(AJ)such that
J1(Ai),Ai - J1(A) are dense subsets of Ai. Let J1(a/E) = Ui<2+ J1(Ai).
12

There is some overlappingbetween S1 and S2.
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Case III. X =0, so IalE =1.
Let J1(a/E)= 0. LetJ1 = UaeI J(a/E), J2 I- J1
It is easy to checkthat J1, J2 are the desiredsubsets.
to findthepossible UTh0(M/E,P*), where
S2: By (2) it suffices
..*.
=
{a/E;
th(a/E,P) = <1, sl, S2>}, and (M/E,
>9 P<l,81,82>
<...
P<1,1,82>
=
s1,
:
{<l,
S2>: Pl,81,82>
01} containall relevant informaU0(K); so WE

Part (3)
=:

P*) e
tion. Clearly WE # 0 and <1,sl, 82> G WE I > 0 and we can also discardthe
case <1,sl, 82> e WE 1 = 1. Also if <1,Sl, 82> G WE, then<1,Sl, 82> is formally
possible.
Suppose W satisfiesall those conditions,and we shall finda suitable E
such that WE = W. Let W= {<I, s%,s>: i < q < o}. Choose a J-'IMl,
countablydensein itself,unboundedin M fromabove and frombelow, such
thateach P3 n J is a dense subset of J, and forno a e I Ml-Jis therea first
(last) elementin {be J: b > a} ({b e J; b < a}). Jdefines21,Dedekindcuts,but
as Me K, only ? A, of them are realized. Let {an: n < a} be a set of
representativesfromthosecuts (thatis, forevery a e M - J thereis n < c
such that [a, aJ] or [a", a] is disjoint to J). Let J {b,: n < oj). Now we
defineby inductionon n a set He of convex disjointsubsets of M, such that:
(a) H, _ H, +1; He is finite.
(b) If I, X 12e H, then I, < I2 or 12 < 1 and between them there are
many membersof J.
infinitely
(c) If I E Ha, I has no last element,thenforevery a e IMI - J, a > I,
thereis b e J. I < b < a, and also J f I is unboundedin I.
(d) The same holds for the converseorder.
(e) If I1 < 12X Ha, i < q thenthereare Ic Hly th(I, P) = <li, si, s2>.'2

(f) andbeUg{I IH.J-

(g) If Ie H[ has a first(last) elementthenthiselementbelongsto J. It
is not hard to definethe Hn's. Clearly Un UI,6n I = IMI. So defineE as
follows:
a Eb if and onlyif a = b or for some n < o, IeH",

a, bc l.

It is not hard to checkthat WE = W. So we finishthe proof.
Along similarlines we can prove
THEOREM6.3. Suppose M is a dense order with no first nor last elements, M is a submodelof the reals, and for everyperfectset P of reals,
P IMl
* is countable,or even <2R0. Then the monadic theoryof M is the
monadic theoryof rationals.
13

Also, I, < I < I2, and loe Hn impliesth(1o,P) G W.
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Remark 1. We can integratethe results of 6.2, 6.3. Always some M
satisfies the hypothesis of 6.3. If 2Xo> k, any dense M _ R, IMI < 2xo,
and if 2Xo= R, the existence can be proved.

Remark 2. In 6.3 we can demandless of I MI: For all countable,disjoint
and dense sets Y1, * **, Ye, (n < o) there is a perfect set P of reals such that
Yi is densein P for1 < i < n and Pn IMI is <21o (see Section7 for definition).
The proof of 5.6 is easily applied to the monadic theoryof the reals.
(We shouldonlynoticethat R is complete.)
Conclusion6.4: If we can compute the UThn(R) for n < o then the
monadictheoryof the real orderis decidable.
Remark: Similarconclusionshold if we add to the monadic quantifier
(or replace it by) (3<'1X) (i.e., thereis a countableX). Noticethat if E is a
convexequivalencerelationover R, then{a/E: IalE I > 1} is countable.
Grzegorczyk[Gr 1] asked whetherthelatticeof subsetsof thereals with
theclosureoperationhas a decidabletheory. One of the corollariesof Rabin
over closedsets,and
[Ra 1] is thatthe theoryof the reals withquantification
quantification
over Fq sets is decidable.
By our methodswe can easily prove
THEOREM6.5. The reals, with quantificationsover countablesets, has

a decidabletheory. (We can replace "X countable"by"IX I < 28o"or "(VP)
(P closednowheredense IP n X I<2Ko).")
As every closed set is a closureof a countableset, this proves again the
resultof Rabin [Ra 1] concerningGrzegorczk'squestion. We can also prove
by our methodRabin's strongerresults,but withmoretechnicaldifficulties.
-

7. Undecidability of the monadic theory of the real order

Our main theoremhere is
THEOREM7. (A) (CH) The monadic theoryof the real order is undecidable.
(B) (CH) The monadic theoryof order is undecidable.

The methodgives some variationof this result.
THEOREM 7.2. (CH) Themonadictheory of K ={(R, Q1S**Qn): QiCR},
where the set quantifier ranges over countablesets, 1 < n, is undecidable.
(We can even restrictourselvesto sets of rationals.)
Let 2`0 be the set of sequencesof ones and zeros of length<?; let < be
a partial orderingof 2`0 meaningthat it is an initialsegment,-< the lexicographicorder.
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THEOREM7.3. (A) (CH) The monadic theoryof (2'w, <, <) is undecidable.
(B) (CH) The monadic theoryof K, {(2"Op<, <, Q1 . . . , Qn): Qi _ 2!!}
wheretheset quantifierranges over countablesets, 1 < n, is undecidable.
(We can even restrictourselvesto subsetsof 2`w).
-

Instead of the continuumhypothesis,we can assume only:
"The unionof <20o sets of the firstcategoryis not R" .

( *)

This is a consequenceof Martin'saxiom (see [Mr 1]) hence weaker than
CH, but also its negationis consistent,see Hechler[He 1] and Mathias[Mat 1]
and Solovay [So 1]). Aside fromcountablesets, we can use only a set constructiblefrom any well-orderingof the reals. Rememberthat by Rabin
over closedand Fq sets gives us stilla decidabletheory.
[Ra 1] quantification
Conjecture7A. The monadictheoryof (2`0 <, <), wheretheset quantifierranges over Borel sets only,is decidable.
This should be connectedto the conjectureon Borel determinacy(see
Davis [Da 1], Martin[Mr 1] and Paris [Pa 1]).'4 This conjectureimplies
Conjecture7B. The monadictheoryof thereals, wheretheset quantifier
ranges over Borel sets, is decidable(by Rabin [Ra 1]).
Conjecture7C. We can prove 7.1-7.3 in ZFC.
Theorems7.1(A), (B), 7.3(A) answerwellknownproblems(see e.g., Biichi
[B 5, p. 38, Problem 1, 2a, 2b, 4a]). Theorem 7.3(B) answers a question of
Rabin and the author.
Unless mentionedotherwise,we shall use CH or (*).
Notation. R denotesthe reals. A perfectset is a closed,nowheredense
set of reals, with no isolated points and at least two points(thisis a somewhat deviantdefinition).We use P to denoteperfectsets. Let x be an inner
pointofPif xeP, andforeverys >0, (x-&, x)flP 0, (x, x+s)flP0.
Let DZR be dense in P if forevery innerpointx < y of P, thereis an inner
z e P n D, x < z < y. Note that if D is dense in P, P is the closureof PnD.
Real intervalswill be denotedby (a, b) wherea < b, or by I; (a, b) is an interval of P if in additiona, b are innerpointsof P.
LEMMA 7.4. Let J be an index-set,the Di (i e J) countabledensesubsets
of R, and D= Uiej Di; and for every P, IJDnPJ< 2o0. Then there is
Q R-D,
Q = Q{D,: i e J}, such that
(A) if PnflTh Di (i e J) and Di is dense in P (P is, of course, perfect)
14

MeanwhileMartinprovedthe Borel determinacy.
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then Pfl QI <2Vo;
(B) if for no (interval) I of P, and i e J, PnDnI (-I Di but D is dense
0.
inPthenPflQ
Proof. Let {Pa: 0 < a < 2o0}be any enumerationof theperfectsets. We
define xa, a < 20o by induction on a.
For a = 0, xa e R is arbitrary.
For any a > 0, if Pa does not satisfy the assumptionsof (B) then let
xa = xo and if P satisfiesthe assumptionsof (B) let xa e Pa - U {PA: < ra,
(3i E J)(PAn D C Di and D is dense in PA)} = D.
This is possible because for any A, i, if PAnDD_- Di, D is dense in PB,
PA n Pa is a closed nowheredense subset of Pa. As otherwisefor some interval I of Pa, PAnfPais dense in Pa, so by the closedness of PBA Pa,
Pi n Pa n I=
Pa n I; therefore
Di D Pi n D 2 Pa n I n D,
a contradictionof the assumption on Pa. So by (*) and the hypothesis
IPa n DI < 28othereexist such Xa.
Now let Q = {xa: a < 2o0}. If P satisfies the assumption of (A), then
<
Pe {Pa: 0 < a < 2*o}. Hence for some a, P = Pa, hence PU D _ {xx: f Ka},
so0 Pn DI < 2o0. If P= Pa satisfiestheassumptionof (B) thenXa G Pa, Xa G Q,
hencePa n Q #0. So we have provedthe lemma.
LEMMA 7.5. Thereis a dense D _ R and {Di: i e J},

IJI =

2Rosuch that

P < 28ofor everyperfectP.
The Di are pairwise disjoint.
Di D, Di is dense.
Proof. Let {Pa: a < 2o0} enumeratethe perfectsubsets of R, and let
{In: n < A4enumeratethe rationalintervalsof R, and if a = + n (n < w,
K<28o),
a a limit ordinal) choose xaG In - U <a PAi-{x: G9<a} and let D= {x:
Da = {IXa+a: n <@}.
(1)

(2)
(3)

IDUn

a

Notation. Jwill be an index set; [Jn {U: U( J, IJU= n}, and if Di
is definedfori e J,let Du = UseuDi. Subsets of [J]n,i.e., symmetricn-place
relations over J, are denoted by S; and if we know {Di: i e J}, Q, will be
Q{Du: Ue S U

[J]n-1}

from 7.4.

Definition7.1. Let Tpf(X,D, Q, I*) be the monadicformulasaying
(A) X is a dense set in I* and X_ D.
(B) For every intervalI_ I*, and sets Yi, i = 1, n + 1, if Yi n iC X
and the Yi are pairwise disjointand each Yi is dense in I then there is a
perfectset P, P n Q = 0, and each yi U I is dense in P.
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Remark. We can representthe intervalI, as a convex set.
LEMMA 7.6. Let D, {Di: i e J} be as in 7.5, I* an interval, S c

[JVn,

Q{D: UeSU[J]n-'} asin 7.4. Thenfor any set X_ R., R 9n[X D,
Qs, 1*] if and only if
(A) X is dense in I*, X _ D,
(B) for any interval I I* thereis a subinterval I, and Ue S U [J]n-l
such that X n I, : Du.
Qs=

(qjX, D, Qs, I*]. Then by (A) fromDefinition
Proof. (I) Suppose R
7.1, X is dense in I*, X _ D so (A) fromhere is satisfied. To prove (B) let
I _ I* be an interval,and suppose that for no subintervalI, of I and for no
UGSu [J]n1, does Xn I1i Du hold, and we shall get a contradiction. Now
we defineby inductionon 1, 1 < I < n + 1, distincti(l) e J and intervals
I, and Xn Di(l, n It is dense in It.
It, 0 < I < n so that I' == I, I'+'
If we succeed, in Definition7.1(B), choose I"+' as I, and X n Di(,)nfI,+
as Y}. So necessarily by wa's definitionthere is a perfect P such that
X nDi()ln I1+1is dense in P for I = 1, n + 1, and P n Qs = 0. But this
of Qs. So for some I < n + 1 we
contradictsLemma 7.4(B) by the definition
cannotfindappropriatei(l + 1), l+1'. So if we let Y = (X -Uks,
l Di
n Il,
for no I+ _ZII and no i e Jis Y nDi n + dense; i.e., forevery i J, Y nQD
is nowheredense.
Q IXn = Ye U
If I = n , but {i(l), *.., i(n)}l S let Di(n) n
1, where Ye,
Y1+j are dense subsets of It, and Y = xn Di(k) n I, and we get a contradictionas before.
If Y is notdense in It, it is disjointto some I+_I-, so xnf I+ Uk<l Di(k)
an assumption
So U = {i(O),..., i(l)}G S U[Jn-',xfnI+ _ Du, contradicting
we made in the beginningof the proof. Hence Y is dense in I.
As (Vie J) YnD, is nowheredense also forevery finiteU_ J, YnDu
is nowheredense. So we can chose inductivelydistinctim e J and distinct
Xme YfnDi. such that {X(n+3)m+k: m < w} are dense subsets of It, for 0 < k <
n + 2. If we let Yk {x(n+3)m+k: m < a} for k < n + 1, by Definition7.1 there
is dense inP, P fnQ = 0, and we get a contrais a perfectP, such that
and
choice
of the Xm'S.
dictionby 7.4(B)
the
we finishone implication.
As all the ways give a contradiction,
C

(k))

C

Y2

(II) Now we want to prove that R # 94X, D, Q, I*] assumingtheother
side.
Clearly X _ D, and X is dense in I* (by condition(A) of Lemma 7.6).
So condition(A) in Definition7.1 holds. For condition(B) of that definition
dense in I for k = 1, n + 1 and
let I _ I* be an interval, Ykfn I c X,
Yk
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k # I Yk nl = 0. We should finda perfectP such that P n Yk is dense
in P and PnQ = 0. We can choose a Ue S U [J]'n- and I, C I so that
xn IjIDu (by the hypothesis). Choosea perfectP such thateach Ykis dense
in P. As D is as in Definition7.4, eithercase gives iP DII < 2o0.
(*) Now we can findperfectP,,(a < 20o)such thateach Yk (1 < k < n + 1)
is densein Pa and a # a impliesPafn P,5C Uk-I Yk.
Proof of (*). For C a finitesequenceof ones and zeros X, will be a set
of closed-openintervalsand singletonswithendpointsin U"Z+IYk, whichare
pairwise disjoint. We defineX, by inductionon 1(C). Let X< > {[a, b)},
wherea, b e Y1,and if X, is defined,for each interval [a, b) C XC, choose a
decreasingsequencexa(i <a) whose limitis a, and xa<b and xt c Yk if and
onlyif 1(C) = k modn + 1, 1 < k ! n + 1. Let, form = O 1,
x~): for some b, [a, b) e X, and i = m mod2}
Xr^<m>= {(x+?1,
U {{a}: for some b, [a, b) C XC,or {a} C XJ}
For C a sequenceof ones and zeros of lengtha),

P, nfl<(U x,,)

Because PfnD I < 2o0for some a, Paln D _ UkZl Yk; so by 7.4 (and the
choiceof Q's), iPa n Q, i < 2wo. We can findPR (,a < 280)such thateach Ykis
dense in PR and i
a- Pa nPf C -U + Yk. So for some A, Pf n QC
- D hencePafn Q = 0, and we finish.
R
but
Q
D,
Uk-iYk
Definition7.2. Let *n(X,D, Q, I*) be the monadicformulasaying
(A) T.(X, D, Q,I*),
(B) for any intervalI, _ I*, if Y is disjoint to X and dense in I, then
Tn(XU YsD, Q. IJLEMMA7.7. Let D, J, Di, S, Q, be as in 7.6. Then for any X C R
R t A,[X,D, Qs, I*] if and only if
(A) X is dense in I*, X D,
(B) for any interval I I1* there is a subinterval I, and U e S U
{VG [J]n-': (vi e J)(VU {i} X S)} such that X n Ii = Du n Ii.
Proof. (I) Suppose R t *A[X D, Qs,I*], thenclearlycondition(A) holds.
For condition(B) let Ih I* be an interval. By Definition7.2(A), R t 9n[X,D,
QsI*], henceby Lemma 7.6(1)(B), Ihas a subintervalI, such that Xnf D1-dense,letit be densein
whereUe S U [J]n1' If (Du -X) n i, is somewhere
contradiction
to Definition
us
a
=
which
gives
I, C I,, and let Y (D -X) n I1,
7.2(1)(B). If U e [J]n-1, and forsomei e J, V = U U {i} G S, we can get a similar
contradictionby Y = (D, -X) n Io in theinterval
I, (as D ( D - X, Y
is dense). We can conclude that: Ue S or Uc [J]n-1 and U U {i} ( S for
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every i e J and that (D,-X)) l1i is nowheredense. Hence for some I, (I,
= 0 henceXnli =Dun I1.
(Du-X)ni
(II) Now suppose that conditions(A), (B) hold; by Lemma 7.6 it is easy
to see thatR #= t,[X, D, Q8, I*].
Definition7.3. Let X1(D,Q, I*) be the monadicformulasaying:
(A) D is dense in I*, I* an interval;
(B) if I _ I*, X, Y are dense in I and
R #=J1[X,D, Q, I] A *JeY,D, Q, I]
thenfor some I, C I,
XnYnI=

0

orX

I1 = Yn I1
n

LEMMA7.8. (A) If D, {D%:i e J}, are as in 7.5 thenfor any interval
I*, R l= XJ[DIQjI I*].
(B) If R t X1[D,Q, I*] thenwe can find I_ I*, and Xi, i < a,, such
that
1) each Xi is a dense subsetof I and R t ,l[Xi,D, Q, I],
flXj is nowheredense,
2) i +j#Xi
* J1[X,
D, Q, IJ]
3) if I, _ I, and X_- I, is dense in I, and R
thenthereare i < a and I, C I, such that X n I1 = Xi n Ii.
(C) In (B), Ia,,Iis uniquely definedby D, Q, I.
Proof. (A) By 7.7 it is immediate.
(B) Let {Xi: i < } be a maximalfamilysatisfying(1) and (2) for I = I*.
if such
If forsome intervalI thereare no subintervalsIF and denseX* _ Xn
that (Vi < 0) (Xinx* is nowheredense)"5we are finished.Otherwisewe can
choose inductivelyon n intervalsIn _ I* disjointto U,<" It and X* _ xfnIn
such that (Vi < a0), Xi nX: is nowheredense', and such that Un<,,In is dense
in I. Then we could have defined X,0

=

UK<WD*, a contradiction.

(C) Easy.

D, Q, I*) be themonadicformulasaying
Definition7.4. Let X"(Q1,

(A) D is dense in I*, whichis an interval.
(B) Suppose I _ I*, Xl Io (I < n) and R # A,<, 1,(Xi,D, Q, IO). Then
thereis I, _ Io such that for all I2 _ I,
R

*JnUl1Xi, D, Q11IJ) _ JnUl1X11DI Q11I2)

.

LEMMA7.9. If D, {Di: i e J} are as in Lemma 7.5, S ( [J] then for
D, Q,I*].
any interval I*, R l=xN[Q8,
15 and R k=,[X*,

D, Q, I'].
le and R k Vi[X*, D, Q, In].
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Proof. Immediate.
THEOREM7.10. The set Ar is recursive in the monadic theoryof order;

whereAr = {t: 8 is a firstordersentencewhichhas an (v-modeli.e., a model
Msuch that (IMI, R1) is isomorphicto (v, x + 1 = y)}.
Conclusion7.11. True firstorderarithmeticis recursivein themonadic
theoryof order.
Proof. It sufficesto definefor every firstorder sentence0, a monadic
sentenceG(8) so thatR # G(8) if and onlyif 8 has an v-model.
and thenencodingthemby relations,we can
By using Skolem-functions
thesentenceG1(8)such that 8 has an (v-modelif and only if
defineeffectively
G1(8)has an (v-modeland
. * Xn(l)) (Vi A3Oi)
)
G1(8) = (Vxl *, xfl(0))(3xf(o0)+1,
8ij Lis'an atomic, or a negation of an atomic, formula; only the relations
R *..,* R.2, appear in it; Ro is the equality; and Ri has m(i)-places.
Define(whereX, Y, D, Q are variables rangingover sets,I is a variable
rangingover intervalsand x, y are individualvariables):
( ) G2(Xk= X2) =(vi _ I*)(7I- _ I')(Xk,n 12 = Xiln2),
( 1 ) G2[Rl(Xk(l,),* * Xk(m(l)))] = (3Y)(Y _ D - D* A A/\i1II2(Xc(i) U Y. D,
Q, I*) (for 1 < O),
* Xk(m)]
(for I > 0),
( 2 ) G2[- Rl(Xk(l) .* Xk(mM=
G2[Rl(Xk(l),
,

(3)

(WI?

G3(8) = (VX1

* Xn(0))(3xn(o)+1,*..,* X.(1))

*..,

*,(XiP D, Q*P I*)A\
I)(3I* _I?)[A-`_?l
->

A\n(

CD

X, _ D* n A 12n')(0)+1
A,(X,,D, Q*, I*) A Ai V, G2(8iM)]
A 0(0)+1

Let X*be the conjunctionof the followingformulas:
(a) D, D* are dense in I, D* _ D,
(i8) X1(D,Q*, I),
(Zx) X2(Q', D, Q*,I).
Let us denote

(4)

R,(X YSQt Q1I) =(X C D* A Y C D* A X n Y = 0 A
DP Q*, I')A
*1(XPD, Q*, I')A*1(Yp D, Q*A, I')A(3Z)[Z_-D-D*A*1(Z,
Z, D, Q1,I') A *2(YU Z, D,QP, I)]
*2(XU
and
(6) *,(X0,D, Q*,I) A Xo _ D* A (VY)[r,(Y, D, Q*, I) A YZ D*
(3Y,)R1(Y, Y1)]A (VI' C I)(VY) -R-(Y XO,Q1,Q1,I') A
(VY1Y2Y3)(VI0_ I)[R1(Y,, Y2,Q1,QI, I) A R1(Y1,Y3, Q1,Q12,1)
(VI1 C I?)(3I2 I1)Y2 n 12 Y3 n 12].
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(s) The formulasaying that if (6) holds whenwe replace Q1,Q2 by
Qt,Q2resp. then
R1(X, Y,Qt,Q2,I')].
(VX)(VY)(VI' _ I)[R1(X, Y, Q1, Q2, I') -2
(5) G(O) = (3Q*, D, D*, Xo, ..1,
*)(VI)[X*
A G3(0)].
Now we should prove onlythat0 has an c-model if and onlyif R t G(O).
(I) Suppose Mis an c-modelof 0, and withoutloss of generalityIMI = c.
Let J = cw+ w, Di(i < w + c) be countable,pairwisedisjoint,dense subsets
of R. Choose symmetricand reflexiverelationsS' on w + cwso that
M

= R(x1,

(Y E c) + 0)) A_ <y, xi> E SoA

*.* *, Xk(l))

yeXw )

To prove R t G(O), let D = Ui<o+(o Di, D* = Ui<, D, Qi = Q(si)g Xo = Dog

and Q* = Q,,+,,.Let I be any interval. It is not hard to checkthat under
those assignments R

t x*

A G3(0).

G(0). Let Q*, D, D*, X0, Qi be such that R t
(VI)(X* A G3(O)). By (4) (,a), clearlyR t (VI)X1(D, Q*, I). Hence by Lemma
7.8(B) there are I and Di, i < a satisfying (1), (2), (3) from 7.8(B). As
R t (vI)(X* n G3(O)), then in particular R t X* A G3(A). By (4) (6), R t
e1(X0,D, Q*, I), so we can choose Do = X,. (See theproofof 7.8.) By (4)(a)
we can also assume that R t Ri(Dn, Dni+) for n < c. By (4) (s) necessarily
(II) Now suppose R

Di (-D*

i <

t

co.

Let {11:1 < wt} enumerate all sequences j = <j(l), ..., j(n(O))> of natural
numbers. As R t G3(A)forevery JI we can choose Xi = Djl(i), and so there
Dl i for n(O) < i ? n(l) showing that R t G3(0). So
is an assignment Xi
we can defineby inductionon n < c intervalsIn so that: In,,C In,1, C I,
= Dj,(i) n In+1.
and for every n(O) < i ? n(l) for some jn(i) < a0, Di flIn,+
n
Now we definea model M: IMI = oi, and M tl RJlj(l), ..., j(m(l))]
for
some n, R t (3Y)[YcP D - D*/A /\T`)2(Dj~if n Y, D, Qt,I)]9
It is easy to check that R t 0.
-

Remark. By some elaboration,we can add to the definition
of Ar also

the demand
"R2 is a well-foundedtwo-placerelation"
(also for uncountablestructures). Thus, e.g., there are sentencesOn, such
thatMA implies: R t 0 if and only if 29o=
7.11. The set of first-order sentences which has a model, is
recursive in the monadic theory of {(R, Q): Q C R} where the set-variables
range over subsets of the rationals.
THEOREM

Remark. Notice that a quantification over P such that D is dense in P
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can be interpretedby a quantification
over Pn D, as the property"x in the
closureof X" is first-order.Hence q)n n are, in fact, in our restrictedmonadic theory.
By 7.10, 7.11, Theorems7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 are in factimmediate.Theorem
7.1(B) can also be provedby thefollowingobservationof Litman[Li 1], which
is similarto 3.6(B) (1):
LEMMA7.12. The monadic theoryof thereal order is recursive in the

monadic theoryof order.
Proof. For every monadicsentence0 let G(0) be the monadicsentence
saying:
"If the set X is completelyordered,is dense and has no firstnorlast elementsthensome Y C X has thosepropertiesand in addition(Y, <) t 0."
As every completedense ordercontainsa subset isomorphicto R, and
any completedense order (ZR withno firstnor last elementis isomorphicto
R, clearlyR l= G(0) if and onlyif 0 is satisfiedby all ordersso our result is
immediate.
Conjecture7D. The monadic theoryof R and the (pure) second-order
theoryof 2`0 are recursivein each other.'7
Conjecture7E. The monadic theory of {R, Q): Q C R} with the setquantifiers
rangingover subsetsof therationals;and the (pure) second-order
theoryof k0 are recursivein each other. Gurevichnotesthat if V = L the
of 7D, E holds.
intersection
Conjecture7F. The monadictheoryof orderand the(pure) second-order
theory,are recursivein each other.
In conjectures7D, E, F use (*) or CH if necessary.
Conjecture7G. If D, is a densesubsetof R, and foreveryP, ]PfnD1l<
2wo,forI = 1, 2 then(R, D1), (R. D2) have the same monadictheory.'8
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